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Things that I remember

Things (and moments) I remember

1 the first time we met, in Cuba:

t-shirt, shorts trousers and flip flop...

the lesson I learned:you don’t need to dress a tie to be a professor;

2 our walks in Bjalowieza forest discussing mathematics (often), politics
(sometimes), theater, movies, social interactions, drinks, food, .....

his second lesson:mathematics is important, physics too, but real life even more;

3 our ”scientific meetings” in the cafeteria down his office, in Montreal, writing
formulas on a ”minimal” piece of paper of 10 square centimeters ...(I usually need
a huge desk!!!)
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Things that I remember

Things (and moments) I remember

1 his smiling face in Palermo, after the first day in his hotel just on a hill by the
seaside...

”Wow Fabio!!! it is wonderful to work in my balcony with the sea just in front of
me!!.....”

2 our visit in the Cathedral of Monreale....

”In places like this you feel, extremely clear, the spirituality on the human beings”

3 his enthusiasm when listening to people, to all the people:

”This talk was quite interesting, don’t you agree?” even if the talk was NOT so
interesting....
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Now, let’s play a game: find the similarities:
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Twareque dancing in Cuba
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Twareque eating in Montreal
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Concluding....

.... Twareque enjoyed science but he especially enjoyed life, in
all its aspects! And he enjoyed people....at least as much as
people enjoyed Twareque.

... and now, two words on coherent states by Twareque
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